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________________________________ 
Players Name  

___________________
Date of Birth 

________________________________ 
Person Rating  

___________________
Today's Date 

This form is intended to be used as a tool to assist those responsible for rating players so ratings may be 
fair and consistent across all levels of play and across all leagues in the Open Division. All questions are 
intended to determine if a player possesses a skill or skills necessary for softball. 

Place a number one (1) in the box for each question if the player can complete the task at least 60% of 
the time. All questions should begin with the phrase: DOES THE PLAYER HAVE THE ABILITY TO... 

For more detail assistances with questions refer to the NAGAA Player Rating Guidelines (pages 15-19). 

Hitting the ball 

Q1 Hits a fair ball with low velocity. Less than 150 feet 
Q2 Hits a fair ball with medium velocity.>150 to 250 feet 
Q3 Hits a fair ball with high velocity > 250 feet 
Q4 Hit a fly ball >300 ft OR over the fence (20% Threshold) - Not eligable to play in D or E division.
Q5 Intentionally place hit a ball with the advantage of getting on base and/or advancing runners (40% 
Threshold).
Q6 Is the player’s batting average 

E Division > .800 
D Division> .600 
C Division > .500 
B Division > .400 
A Division > .300 

Q7 Is the player’s batting average 
E Division > .850 
D Division> .700 
C Division > .600 
B Division > .500 
A Division > .400 

Q8 Is the player’s batting average 
E Division > .900 
D Division> .800 
C Division > .700 
B Division > .600 
A Division > .500 

Q9 Is the player’s batting average 
E Division > .950 
D Division> .900 
C Division > 800 
B Division > .700 
A Division > .600 
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Running 

Q10 From a stopped position runs from 1 base to another in less than 4.5 seconds 
Q11 From a stopped position runs from 1 base to another in less than 3.75 seconds 
Q12 From a stopped position runs from 1 base to another in less than 3.00 seconds 

For more detail assistances with questions 13 and 14 refer to the NAGAA Player Rating Guidelines pg 17 

Q13 Advances to expected base relative to the Division and game situation 
Q14 Runner successfully advances beyond what would be expected relative to the Division & 
game situation. 

Fielding 

LOW VELOCITY = hit less than 150 ft if not impeded 
MEDIUM VELOCITY = hit greater than 150 ft to 250 ft if not impeded 
HIGH VELOCITY= greater than 250 ft if not impeded 

Q15 
INFIELD Cleanly fields a hit ball with low velocity directly at the player. If the player is a pitcher 
stops the ball. OR Catches a fly ball hit directly at the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity directly at the player OR catches a fly 
ball hit directly at the player. 

Q16  
INFIELD Cleanly fields a hit ball hit low velocity within 9-10 ft of the player. If the player is a 
pitcher cleanly fields a low velocity hit directly at the pitcher. OR Catches a fly ball hit within 15ft 
to side or front of the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity within 15ft of the player OR cleanly 
fields a ball hit with high velocity directly at the player OR catches a fly ball hit within 15ft to the 
sides/front of the player 

Q17 
INFIELD Cleanly fields low velocity ball hit in the hole (>12 ft or 4-5 steps) away from the player. 
OR cleanly fields medium velocity directly at the player (or pitcher) OR stops the ball hit with 
high velocity directly at the player OR catches a fly ball within 30 fit to the side or front or 15ft 
behind the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity within 30ft of the player OR cleanly 
fields a ball hit with high velocity within in 15ft of the player OR catches a fly ball hit within 30 ft 
to the sides/front of the player or 15ft behind the player 

Q18 
INFIELD Cleanly fields medium velocity a ball hit in the hole (9 to 10 ft) of the player. OR cleanly 
fields medium velocity directly at the pitcher OR cleanly fields the ball hit with high velocity 
directly at the player, or stops the ball if hit at the pitcher OR catches a fly ball within 45ft to the 
side or front or 30ft behind the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity within 45ft of the player OR cleanly 
fields a ball hit with high velocity within in 30ft of the player OR catches a fly ball hit within 45ft to 
the sides/front of the player or 30ft behind the player 
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Q19 
INFIELD Cleanly fields medium velocity a ball hit in the hole (>12 ft or 4-5 steps away) of the 
player. OR stops a ball hit with high velocity within 9-10ft of the player OR cleanly fields the ball 
hit with high velocity at the pitcher OR catches a fly ball within 60ft to the side or front or 45ft 
behind the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity within 60ft of the player OR cleanly 
fields a ball hit with high velocity within in 45ft of the player OR catches a fly ball hit within 60ft to 
the sides/front of the player or 45ft behind the player 

Q20 
INFIELD Cleanly fields the ball hit with high velocity within 9-10ft of the player OR catches a fly 
ball within 75ft to the side or front or 60ft behind the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity within 75ft of the player OR cleanly 
fields a ball hit with high velocity within in 60ft of the player OR catches a fly ball hit within 75ft to 
the sides/front of the player or 60ft behind the player 

Q21 
INFIELD Stops the ball fit with high velocity in the hole (>12ft or 4-5 steps away) of the player. 
OR catches a fly ball within 90ft to the side or front or 75ft behind the player 
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with medium velocity within 90ft of the player OR cleanly 
fields a ball hit with high velocity within in 75ft of the player OR catches a fly ball hit within 90ft to 
the sides/front of the player or 75ft behind the player 

Q22 
INFIELD Cleanly fields the ball fit with high velocity in the hole (>12ft or 4-5 steps away) of the 
player. OR catches a fly ball > 90ft to the side or front or >75 ft behind the player  
OUTFIELD Cleanly fields a ball hit with high velocity within 90ft of the player OR catches a fly 
ball hit within 90ft to the sides/front of the player or 75ft behind the player 

Throwing and Pitching 

Q23 Throw 50ft with line drive (regardless of accuracy) OR throw 70ft (regardless of arc or 
accuracy) 

Q24 Throw 50ft with line drive AND accuracy OR Pitch a strike OR throw 70ft (regardless of 
accuracy) OR throw 100ft (regardless of arc or accuracy) 

Q25 Throw 70ft with line drive AND accuracy OR vary the height, depth and location of a pitch 
with accuracy OR throw 100ft (regardless of accuracy) OR throw 150ft (regardless of arc or 
accuracy) 

Q26 Throw 100ft with line drive AND accuracy OR deliver multiple pitch techniques with accuracy 
OR throw 150ft (regardless of accuracy) OR throw 200ft (regardless of arc or accuracy) 

Q27 Throw 150ft with line drive AND accuracy OR throw 200ft (regardless of accuracy) OR throw 
100ft with line drive with accuracy while of center of gravity. 

Q28 Throw >200 with line drive AND accuracy OR throw 150ft with line drive with accuracy while 
of center of gravity.

Player Rating
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